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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

We changed the abstract after the following suggestions of the editorial board member. Tables were added to the manuscript.

(A) Response to comments of the editorial Board Member

1) A couple of suggestions for the Abstract:

In the Results:
Change the 2nd sentence from: There was no evidence that tumors from the same patient had the same mutation. TO: Tumors from the same patient did not share the same mutations.

We edited corresponding parts, following the comments. The changed sentence was marked with blue characters.

In the Conclusions: Perhaps delete the first sentence as this information is basically already provided in the Results.

We also deleted the same sentence from the “Conclusions” section.

2) Also the Tables (1 and 2) are missing from the pdf.

This problem was fixed with the latest revision.

(B) Language correction.

Based on the advice from the editorial staff of the BMC journal, the manuscript was edited by the Nature Publishing Group English editing service. As request from the editorial office, I uploaded the Word document with tracks for changes as the main manuscript.
(C) Deposition of CGH data.

The information of CGH data deposition was added in page 7, the first paragraph, and marked by red characters. Following suggestion from the editorial office, I opened the data to the public.